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Chapter 326 Who Did That

He knitted his eyebrows, extremely suspicious of who did that. Was it the person
who deleted the video? Or was there someone deliberately scheming against
Aleena?

The video continued and showed Aleena handing a white pill to the waiter. The
waiter took it and asked, “Miss Jones, what is this?”

As usual, Aleena sounded haughty. “It’s none of your business. After you drop it
in, just wait near our table. Once I call you, bring it over to me.”

Startled, the waiter quickly rejected, “No, I can’t do it! Miss Jones, you should find
someone else to do it. If Young Master Nolan finds out, he will punish us!”

Aleena said, “All you have to do is serve a glass of wine. After this, I’ll instruct
someone to delete the surveillance footage. No one will find out anything. Not a
soul.”

However, the waiter held onto his stand. “I really can’t do it, Miss Jones. I finally
got the opportunity to work for the Nolan Family after passing countless
interviews. If Young Master Nolan finds out, I will definitely be fired.”

Aleena didn’t say a word and just took out a card from her bag. “There’s 200
thousand in it, which I’m sure is equivalent to your annual salary. You just have to
serve a glass of wine, that’s all. Besides, there are so many maids and there’s no
surveillance camera so no traces can be detected. Plus, you’re not the main culprit
of this matter so what are you afraid of? Aren’t you afraid to offend me?”

Hesitating, the waiter asked again, “Are you sure you’ll delete the surveillance
footage?”



“Don’t worry. I don’t want to expose myself either!”

“Then who are you aiming at?”

“Olivia!”

“Isn’t she Master Merlin’s doctor? I can’t do it, Miss Jones. Young Master Nolan
will definitely kill me if he finds out!”

Aleena said, “Wealth is always accompanied by risk. Besides, money doesn’t grow
on trees, not to mention 200 thousand. How about this? Once you complete this
task, I’ll offer you another reward of at least 100 thousand. In the future, if I
successfully marry into the Nolan Family, you’ll have become a great contributor.
By then, I can even promote you to the position of the butler of the Nolan Family.”

At last, the waiter couldn’t resist the temptation and agreed to Aleena’s request.

Before Aleena walked away, she reminded again, “Keep in mind that the wine I
want is the wine with the drugs.”

As soon as she finished her sentence, the screen on the stage suddenly blacked out.

At once, the crowd in the hall burst into an uproar.

“Oh my god! It’s so shocking that Miss Jones is such a person in private.”

“She’s truly a disgrace to her father, who has always been an honest man. How did
his daughter grow up to be so deceitful?”

“Strange. Since she’s the one who drugged Doctor Maxwell, why did she seek
revenge on Doctor Maxwell instead?”

“Because she’s foolish. She accidentally drank the glass of wine that was drugged.
What makes me speechless is she even accused Doctor Maxwell for being cunning
and evil.”



Right now, Alex and Hayden were in front of Eugene. When they finished
watching the footage, they felt sick for some reason, not to mention Eugene.

“Do you think that there’s something wrong with her mind?” Alex’s voice was
loud enough for only all three of them to hear.

Furrowing his eyebrows, Hayden replied, “I think she’s just trapped in her dream.”

On the other hand, Eugene seemed utterly disgusted. Ever since he heard Aleena
say that she would marry into the Nolan family and promote the waiter to become
a butler, his expression had darkened and disdain was evident on his face.

How could there be such a shameless person on this earth?

“Who did this? Wasn’t this video deleted?” Alex asked.

Hayden replied, “Did the person who deleted the video do this?”

“I don’t think so. Since he deleted it, he definitely wanted to conceal it from the
public so he would be shooting himself in the foot if he played it now. I think the
person who did this is either someone who is holding grudges against Aleena or an
expert in computers.”

Upon hearing that, Eugene suddenly glanced at the time and realized that it had
been an hour ever since Olivia left. Therefore, they must have reached home by
now.
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Chapter 327 A Shocking Footage

He suddenly smiled. He knew that brat wouldn’t let it slide easily! Yet, his smile
startled Alex and Hayden.  Alex waved his hand before Eugene’s eyes. “Eugene,
you’re scaring me! What’s going on here? Do you know who did this?”

Raising his eyebrows, Eugene didn’t say a word. Right at that moment, the screen
in the hall lit up again. Then, a woman’s loud moan rang, followed by a man’s
voice.

Everyone couldn’t help but gasp in surprise while looking at the screen, which
showed a man and a woman having s*x in a room.

The woman was facing the camera so everyone recognized her immediately—it
was none other than Aleena. Her eyes were closed and she was enjoying herself.

On the other hand, although the man, who was rocking on top of the woman, was
not facing the camera, his figure looked similar to Ben.

At once, Eugene’s face turned grave. Although he was glad that Aleena was being
taught a lesson, and although this video would only tarnish Aleena and Ben’s
reputation, he was unhappy at the fact that the brat was watching this kind of
video.

In a cold voice, Eugene immediately instructed, “Turn off the screen!”

After that, he said politely to the guests, “My grandfather’s birthday party will end
here since we have some private matters to settle. Kindly make a move.”

Gossiping with great relish, everyone started to disperse since the screen was
already turned off and the host had asked the guests to leave.

“Miss Jones has completely embarrassed herself today!”



“Indeed. It’s shocking that she has grown into such a disgraceful woman when her
father is an honest and upright person.”

“Aleena must still be in a muddle due to the drug.”

“That’s not a sound reason at all. If she’s not in the right mind, she should’ve gone
home. Look at where she is. How can she do such a disgraceful act in someone
else’s house? What’s worse is everybody knows it now. Sigh. I wonder how she’s
going to live honorably from now on.”

“Ben really knows how to seize opportunities. Didn’t Eugene just chase away the
woman he was dating? It has barely been a few hours and he’s already in bed with
Aleena.”

“If Ben and Aleena end up together, it would be a more reliable marriage than
uniting with the Smith Family.”

“So turns out it’s a beneficial incident?”

“Do you think that the arrogant Young Lady would be interested in Ben, who’s
fickle and frivolous, if she wasn’t drugged? Didn’t you hear what Miss Jones said?
She’s only interested in Eugene!”

On the other side, Eugene walked out the door with a phone in his hand. After he
found a quiet spot, he called North.

The call was answered after two beeps and North’s cool voice rang.

“How is it? Have you received my present?”

Suppressing his anger, Eugene scolded, “You’re still so young! Why are you
watching these nasty videos?”

Speechless, North rolled his eyes. “I didn’t watch it. I only connected it to the
screen and played it for all of you!”



It was only then did Eugene realize he had been impulsive so he softened his voice.
“You’re still young so don’t watch this kind of video in the future. It’s not good for
you.”

Pursing his lips, North replied, “I got it but only you think that I’m still young.”

Eugene broke out laughing. “Yeah. You’ve even learned to seek revenge for your
mother in your own way.”

Unhappy, North didn’t say a word. He had thought that he would be praised but he
received a lecture instead.

Eugene knew that he was in the wrong. “How is your mommy and what is she
doing now?”

“She’s talking to Uncle George.” After that, North paused for a second before
asking, “Will both of you split up?”

Eugene smiled. Olivia and him were actually not the saddest when they quarreled,
but him. After spending so much effort to create meeting opportunities for them
and bringing them together, North still had to suffer in anxiety.

It was forgivable if Olivia had no idea about it, but he shouldn’t let his son worry
about them anymore.
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Chapter 328 Eric and Kelly Arrived

He asked, “Are you afraid that your mommy and I will split up?” For a second, the
other end of the phone went silent but soon, the child’s cool and arrogant voice
rang again. “What is there to be afraid of? You’re not the only guy in this world.”

Eugene refuted, “But they’re not your father!” North paused again and after some
time, he said huffily, “But what can I do if you’re so useless?”

Eugene chuckled. Then, his voice suddenly became croaky while emotions surged
in his heart. “Don’t worry, son. I won’t let anybody snatch your mommy away and
you definitely won’t have any chances of calling someone else your daddy.”

North was delighted but he pretended to be scornful when he spoke, “Well, it won’t
be certain if you don’t work harder.”

Quietly, Eugene lifted his lips into a smile. “Alright, I’ll work hard. Now, turn off
the surveillance camera and go to sleep. You can leave the rest to me.”

Obediently, North agreed and hung up the phone.

When Eugene was walking back to the villa after the call ended, a car drove into
the front yard. Curious as to who it would be, he didn’t resume his pace and just
waited there.

The car drove all the way to the door before it stopped.

When Eugene walked up to the car, he saw the car plate number and found that it
was Eric Jones, Aleena’s father.

When the car door opened, a man and a woman got out of the car. The man looked
like he was in his 40s or 50s, was tall and had deep-set features.

On the other hand, the woman was gentle and beautiful just like a typical noble
lady. She was none other than Kelly Hills, Aleena’s mother.



Eugene stepped forward and greeted them. “ Hello, Uncle Eric and Aunt Kelly!”

“Eugene, what’s going on?!” Eric said anxiously. “Lara didn’t explain the incident
clearly over the phone just now and just told me to rush over. I’m still on duty!”

An icy smile appeared on Eugene’s face. They’re really good at scheming. Now
that they have fallen out with the Smiths, they are trying to establish connections
with the Jones.

“I’m not sure about the ins and outs either. Uncle Eric, please come in first.”

However, Eric was still anxious. “How is Aleena?”

Eugene seemed hesitant. “The house’s internet was hacked just now and some
disgraceful video of her was played. I’m still investigating it now.”

Eric, who was walking forward, stopped his pace and asked Eugene in doubt,
“What disgraceful video?”

“We should speak inside,” Eugene replied.

Eric then stopped asking questions and followed Eugene into the house.

Most of the guests had already left by this time and the remaining were some close
friends.

However, everyone was gathered in front of one of the rooms.

Right at that moment, Lara threw a slap across Ben’s face. “What were you
thinking? How could you do that to Aleena?”

Clutching his face, Ben explained in grievance, “It’s not my fault, Aunt Lara. It
was Aleena who begged me. She said that she couldn’t take it anymore so—”

“How are you going to explain it to Uncle Eric later?”



In the midst of scolding Ben, Lara glanced at the door and pretended to just have
noticed Eric and Kelly.

“Eric, Kelly, you’re finally here.” While saying, she walked up to them.

Edward walked over to them too and both parties greeted each other.

After that, Eric and Kelly exchanged a look and asked, “I didn’t get what you said
on the phone just now. What happened to Aleena?”

Lara sighed helplessly. “I don’t even know where to start. Even I wish to kill my
nephew. I’ll pass him to you and you can do whatever you want to him.”

After that, she dragged Ben to them. “Tell them yourself!”

Looking at Eric and Kelly, Ben kneeled down with a thump. “Uncle Eric, Aunt
Kelly, I’m sorry. I didn’t mean to take advantage of Aleena!”

Upon hearing that, Eric and Kelly’s expressions changed drastically. “What?! You
took advantage of Aleena? Where is she now?”
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Chapter 329 I Did That to Save Her



Kelly looked around and her eyes were instantly locked on the room where the
door was half-opened. In a few steps, she dashed toward the room and pushed the
door open only to find Aleena lying on the bed.

Aleena was still sleeping and she was almost fully naked. She looked like a mess!
Feeling uncomfortable, she even grunted unconsciously.

Kelly’s brain buzzed as if thunder had struck her. Their family was rather
traditional. She and her husband were upright people and their daughter was
definitely the apple of their eyes.

She always told her daughter that she must love herself and never do anything
inappropriate before her marriage.

On the other hand, Aleena was always obedient, so how did she suddenly end up
like that?

Kelly walked into the room and gently nudged Aleena. “Aleena! Aleena, wake
up!”

Unfortunately, no matter how many times Kelly called Aleena, she didn’t wake up.
Helpless, Kelly could only cover her with the blanket and shut the door before
walking out of the room.

Then, she walked directly toward Ben. Without hesitation, she raised her hand and
swung it at his face!

A clear smack could be heard along with her heartbroken curse. “You b*stard!”

Ben staggered after the slap.

Hastily, Eric pulled Kelly over and asked, “What happened? Where is Aleena?”

Kelly pointed at Ben with her reddened eyes. “He assaulted our daughter!”



Upon hearing that, Eric’s face turned dark and he glared at Ben fiercely. “You
really did that?!”

Ben didn’t try to explain and just said, “I’m sorry.”

At once, fury coursed through Eric, causing him to kick Ben.

Ben was knocked over to the floor but he got up on the spot and kneeled. Then, he
kowtowed to Kelly and Eric while saying sincerely, “Uncle Eric, Aunt Kelly,
please don’t be angry. Let me explain myself. I didn’t assault Aleena. In fact, I care
for her more than anyone else. To be honest, I’ve always admired her and what I
did today was solely to save her. Uncle Eric and Aunt Kelly, don’t worry. I’ll be
responsible and marry her! If I had an alternative, I swear I wouldn’t have done it,
but I asked for her permission and she agreed.”

After all, Eric didn’t know the details so he didn’t understand what Ben was
saying. “What do you mean?”

Ben replied, “Uncle Eric, Aleena was drugged and the potency is not only strong,
but it also lasts for hours. I never wanted to hurt her and only wanted to bring her
to the hospital. Unexpectedly, Aleena… Regardless, I’m a man and I will always
be the one who is in the wrong. If you’re angry, you may hit me!”

Eric was extremely shocked. “What do you mean, drugged? Who did it?”

While asking, he looked at Eugene. That glance was full of blame as if he was
saying, My daughter was hurt at your place so you must take responsibility for it.

Eugene secretly scoffed while looking at Lara and Ben, who were putting up a
show. What an interesting performance.

Ben first allowed Eric and Kelly to vent their anger on him. After that, he slowly
led them into finding out that it was all their daughter’s fault and he was only
trying to save her.。



Then, Eric and Kelly would feel extremely guilty toward Ben, who was
misunderstood. Taking that opportunity, Ben would get twice the result easily
through negotiation.

If Ben was clever enough, he might even secure himself a marriage.

What a brilliant tactic of making concessions in order to gain advantages!

Eugene was in a quandary as he said, “Uncle Eric, Aunt Kelly, I think you should
watch the CCTV footage first.”

After that, he led Eric and Kelly to the monitoring room and played the video that
had been projected on the screen by North.
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Chapter 330 We’ll Find a Time to Apologize



After watching the video, apart from disbelief, Eric and Kelly were utterly
ashamed. When did their obedient, sensible daughter become such a horrible
person, who spent 200 thousand buying off a waiter to drug someone?

Even worse, she had unashamedly promised the waiter that she would promote him
to the position of butler once she married into the Nolan Family.

If they hadn’t heard her voice or seen her face, they wouldn’t have believed that
the person in the video was their daughter!

Looking at Eugene, Eric asked, “But why was she drugged instead and was even
taken advantage of?”

Eugene explained, “She planned to drug my grandfather’s doctor. Upon checking
the surveillance footage, it turns out that both of them accidentally took the wrong
wine glass, causing Aleena to drink the wine that was meant for Doctor Maxwell.
Just now, someone hacked our network and played the video of Aleena and Ben
when they were in the room. I immediately turned off the screen—”

Before Eugene could finish his sentence, Eric sprung up from the chair and
widened his eyes in shock. “What did you say? Someone deliberately played the
video of them when they were together in the room? Who was it?!”

The headline in tomorrow’s newspaper would definitely be about his shameless
daughter doing disgraceful acts with Ben at Old Man Nolan’s party. If that truly
happened, how could he live respectably in the future?

In contrast, Eugene remained calm and continued, “Yes. If you don’t believe me,
you may ask whoever was present tonight. We were all in the living room when
someone hacked the internet and connected the projector to the surveillance
camera in Aleena and Ben’s room. Therefore, it was almost like a live video. When
you arrived, I was in the midst of investigating the person who hacked the internet
in the house. Unfortunately, that person is an expert so we failed to find him.”



Then, he deliberately paused before continuing, “But I have a rough idea. Would
you like to know, Uncle Eric?”

Eric sat down again. “Sure, go on.”

Kelly was completely shattered by this incident now and she had no idea how she
would handle the endless waves of gossip tomorrow.

After standing up to turn off the surveillance footage in the monitoring room,
Eugene sat back down on his seat. “I think whoever benefits from playing the
video is the culprit.”

Eric was still in a muddle. “Who would that be?”

Eugene replied, “What would you do now that this has happened?”

Eric took a deep breath and said, “What else can I do? Since things have taken
such a turn, if I force you to marry my daughter, I would be bullying you. Actually,
you’re the one that I favor the most from the beginning. I’ve even talked to your
father about it. Plus, Aleena likes you too…”

Eugene was speechless. Marry his daughter?

No, thanks! He already had a wife and a son.

In order to show his seriousness, Eugene cleared his throat and said, “Uncle Eric,
Aleena is just a friend to me and I’ve never seen her as anything more than that. If
it isn’t for you and Aunt Kelly’s sake, and since Aleena is also a victim herself, I
ought to give Doctor Maxwell an explanation. Regardless, Aleena shouldn’t
scheme against others. If Doctor Maxwell was drugged, my grandfather’s
treatment would be affected. I’m sure that you’ve heard of it too that it’s all
because of Doctor Maxwell that my grandfather survived this time. She’s our
family’s savior and even I need to be respectful toward her!”

Eugene’s words hit hard, especially toward Eric, who was upright and honest.



Eric even felt that those words were like an invisible palm slapping his face
mercilessly, causing his face to burn at once.

In his whole life, he had never been so lost for words after being reproached.

It was only after a long time did he explain with a flushed face, “It’s all our fault
for not disciplining Aleena due to our busy schedule, causing her to act willfully.
We’ll find a time to apologize to Doctor Maxwell in person.”


